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Business challenge 
Today’s small to medium businesses often have a built-in competitive advantage because they can 

respond to marketplace needs faster. But resource limitations and operational inefficiencies can 

prevent employees from responding to customer inquiries, delivery changes or troubleshooting 

issues.

Our solution
Businesses of all sizes will see immediate advantages from cloud technology. Investing in cloud 

solutions greatly expands IT capabilities and help your business run securely and more efficiently. 

Cloud computing provides easy access to tools, apps and data your business relies on every day.

Transformational cloud technology actually takes your business beyond its physical bounds and 

enables unlimited growth potential. Extend your business into the cloud and enjoy these benefits:

 • Gain complete control over your IT environment with cloud-based procurement    

  tools and license management.

 • Empower employees to achieve greater productivity both in the office or out on    

  the field.

 • Use cloud-based analytics to make smart, data-driven decisions.

 • Connect with your customers through convenient, cloud-based relationship    

  management software.

Guiding you to the right platform
Our technology experts leverage deep partner relationships to transform outdated IT systems into 

cutting-edge environments. Consider these cloud options:

 • Virtual storage: Extend your company into the cloud with public, hybrid and as a service   

  cloud offerings.

 • Converged & flash storage: Unify your IT management with converged platforms that   

  provide easy visibility and scalability. Add flash storage for greater performance. 

 • Hyperconverged storage: Combine servers, storage, networking and virtualization in one   

  easily manageable appliance.

About Insight 
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ 

that help your organization run smarter. We’ll work with you to maximize your technology 

investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create 

meaningful experiences.

Migrating to the Cloud 
takes Insight
Cloud services for growing businesses

Benefits
•  Maximize collaboration  &  

increase availability.
• Meet business objectives to   
 drive growth.
• Secure your systems from  
 end to end.

Related services
•  Consulting services 
• Cloud & traditional technology   
 platforms
• Convergence & hyperconvergence 
• IT operations support


